
Single, end-to-end 
dealmaking platform

Smarter deals. Intelligently done. 
SS&C Intralinks DealCentre

Artificial intelligence (AI) is poised to reinvent how deals are done. 
How do we know? Intralinks has invested in AI research for years 
with the goal of transforming the deal process and reimagining 
the future of dealmaking. 

The future of dealmaking is here.

AI TM 

DealCentreAI is the purpose-built, AI-powered dealmaking 
platform that simplifies the way you manage deals. From 
automating tedious tasks, accurately solving complex 
problems and revealing unique insights, DealCentreAI can 
speed and streamline your deal like never before — all 
within a seamless, single-platform experience.

Harnessing the power of AI, DealCentreAI gives you an edge 
across every aspect of the deal lifecycle. 

• Greater accuracy: Pinpoint concerns and minimize 
errors, with less manual work

• Increased efficiency: Perform speedier due diligence 
to promote higher close rates

• Deeper insights: Drive sharper, more informed  
decisions at every step

Experience smarter deals
With DealCentreAI, spend less time working in silos 
and more time collaborating to pitch new deals that 
maximize your deal pipeline — all while utilizing the 
following innovative features:

Feature DealCentreAI TM

Manage the entire deal lifecycle  
in one location

Gain complete visibility into your  
deal pipeline

Launch deals faster with  
self-launch deal prep

Easily identify and remove  
duplicate tasks to save time

Leverage DealMarketing for  
seamless buyer outreach 

Perform in-app conversion to PDF

Run Document Analyzer to identify 
password-protected docs

Manage buy-side checklists

Uncover insights from previous  
deals completed

Optimize team resources through 
end-to-end deal transparency

DealCentreAI: The AI-powered platform 
for intelligent dealmaking

Cross-deal analytics 
and insights

AI-powered 
workflows
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For more information about DealCentreAI, please reach out to your Intralinks sales 
representative or visit intralinks.com/contact

Using our generative AI tool, Ask Deal.io, you can ask specific questions to identify and locate key information from 
thousands of documents quickly during diligence. Get the answers you need to keep your deal moving toward close. 

From deal transaction to deal transformation – powered by Deal.io
DealCentreAI is powered by Deal.io, our proprietary AI engine that uncovers analytics and insights from past  
deal data to optimize resources for future transactions while delivering:

Single Platform 
Experience

View individual or 
multiple deals within a  
single, unified platform

Platform  
Intelligence

Harness past deal  
data for greater insights

AI-Powered  
Workflows

Accelerate deal  
timelines to enhance 

potential of deal success

Real-Time 
Collaboration

Enable sharing of crucial 
information between deal 

team members

Intralinks DealCentreAI is the AI-powered dealmaking technology platform that streamlines complex 

financial transactions, transforming every aspect of your dealmaking process. Learn more. 

GO FORWARD.

Deal Overview

DealMarketing Ask Deal.io

Insights & Analytics
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